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 다음 글의 주제로 가장 적절한 것은? [파사쥬 유형독해 31

과]

 The people whom you leave waiting may be polite 

about it, but probably openly angry with you most of 

the time. Don’t blame them for blaming you. Step 

outside your own anxiety for a minute and 

understand what it’s like to stand in their shoes. 

Everyone is very very busy these days. Like you, 

everyone is trying to balance the various 

departments of his or her life. When you show up 

late, people may be disappointed, hurt, or angry that 

they will have to cut their visit with you short, or have 

to push something else back to compensate for your 

lateness. They have also likely broken their necks to 

get there on time, to be respectful, and to get the 

most out of their time with you. It’s not good to be 

late.

① How to make the best of the limited time

② The way to show a respectful attitude to others

③ The importance of being on time for an 

appointment

④ The necessity of understanding people who upset 

you

⑤ The reason we should lead a harmonious life with 

others

 다음 글의 요지로 가장 적절한 것은? [파사쥬 유형독해 2

Section Test 3]

 For most people, the body can’t get rid of many 

extra calories through metabolism alone. Gaining 

weight doesn’t take a lot of overeating or sitting 

around. In fact, eating about 50 excess calories a 

day, less than half a can of soda, would eventually 

add up to a weight gain of five pounds every year. 

The average weight gain for adults after their 

twenties is usually less than that, under a pound a 

year, or ten extra calories a day. It doesn’t seem like 

a lot, but the pounds creep up on you. Many people 

are surprised when they reach their fifties and are 

suddenly twenty pounds overweight. In short, 

contrary to the stereotype of the obese person 

eating constantly, many people become overweight 

by taking in just a little more than they expend every 

day.

① 운동을 통한 몸무게 관리는 식이요법보다 중요하다.

② 과체중인 사람은 지속적으로 먹는다는 고정관념이 있다.

③ 체중감소는 유산소운동과 식이요법을 병행해야 효과가 

있다.

④ 나이가 들어감에 따라 식이요법을 통해 몸무게를 감소할 

수 있다.

⑤ 매일 적은 양의 칼로리를 초과 섭취함으로써 서서히 과체

중이 된다.
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과]

 There is no doubt that generating electricity using 

wind power is very clean. However, many people are 

against this source of energy because of the need to 

have a large number of wind turbines erected in the 

countryside and off coastlines. There is considerable 

disturbance to the environment during the 

construction of a wind power plant, with new access 

roads and the digging of foundations that extend 

many meters into the ground. The rotating blades of 

a wind turbine, to make things worse, could affect 

local bird populations, and in fact, there have been 

numerous reports of birds being killed by the blades. 

These are the reasons why wind farms are said to 

be unattractive.

① 풍력은 청정에너지원이다.

② 환경을 해치는 풍력발전소 건설은 바람직하지 않다.

③ 풍력발전소의 터빈 때문에 조류의 개체수가 감소한다.

④ 환경을 파괴하지 않고 풍력을 이용할 수 있어야 한다.

⑤ 풍력발전소의 전기 생산량은 건설비용에 비해 미미하다.

 다음 글의 제목으로 가장 적절한 것은?  [파사쥬 유형독4

해 Section Test 1]

 Malcolm Gladwell, the author of Outliers, discusses 

“How geniuses become geniuses” in the book. He 

researched professional pianists and amateur ones 

and he couldn’t find innate geniuses in them. Instead 

of that, he found that the common thing of world’s 

top pianists is that they practice playing it for many 

hours, which means they make a lot of efforts. And 

he mentions the amount of time which is 10,000 

hours that’s needed to deal with specialized tasks in 

various genres. In any researches such as about 

musicians, professional sports players, novelists, 

historic criminals, and so on, there is no case in 

which someone achieved the world’s level with the 

time of less than 10,000 hours. It shows that at least 

10,000 hours is required for one’s brain to take in all 

the right things to master specialized skills.

① The Importance of Practice

② The Features of the Great Pianists

③ The Greatness of the Inborn Genius

④ The Way to Be Skilled Professionals

⑤ The Difference between Amateurs and 

Professionals
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장 적절한 것은?[파사쥬 유형독해 4과] 

Dear Chief Macy: 

 Our son Joshua was involved in a serious accident 

at the Crosstown Shopping Center on the night of 

January 6. Fortunately, his injuries were relatively 

minor and he will (A) [full / fully] recover. I wanted 

to thank you and the fire department’s emergency 

medical technicians (EMT) for their professional 

assistance to Joshua. Your EMTs had the scene (B) 
[organized / organizing] within minutes, and got 

right down to the critical job of helping those who 

were hurt. Their quick action enabled our son to get 

the timely medical treatment he needed. I am sure 

(C) [what / that] they saved some lives that night. I 

realize that the EMTs are professionals and this is 

their job, but I hope you will pass along our thanks 

and appreciation for a job well done. Thank you, 

Laura Diamond.

① full / organized / that

② full / organizing / what

③ fully / organizing / that

④ fully / organized / that

⑤ fully / organized / what

 다음 글의 밑줄 친 ⓐ~ⓔ에서 어법상 틀린 것의 개수는? 6

[파사쥬 유형독해 Section Test 1]

 Appreciating the ridiculous is often what makes a 

tough situation more ⓐ digestibly. If you’ve been 

poring over a pile of work for the past few hours, you 

will find that a sense of humor comes in handy and 

will help you ⓑ to cope better. If you’re working with 

a group, it can also lighten the atmosphere and even 

motivate your coworkers to do better. It is important 

to note, however, ⓒ what a sense of humor does 

not always work for any situation. There is a time to 

joke around; there is a time to be serious. To make 

this more concrete, you can’t really afford to crack a 

joke ⓓ if you’re in a funeral. You should also be 

wary of what you say, because sometimes humor 

can be hurtful. While several people might be 

laughing at your joke, there might be someone who 

is affected by it and ⓔ do not appreciate it at all. 

Hurtful humor drives a wedge between relationships 

and is often difficult to correct with “hey, I was just 

kidding.”

① 1개     ② 2개     ③ 3개     ④ 4개     ⑤ 5개
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은? [파사쥬 유형독해 10과]

 Jackrabbits are well adapted to life in the western 

deserts of North America. Their gray coat blends in 

with the environment, making them less likely to be 

eaten by predators. The acute hearing of jackrabbits 

helps in detecting the movements of their enemies 

long before they are seen. They run at speeds up to 

36 miles per hour and are able to evade many of 

their enemies with bursts of speed. Jackrabbits 

reproduce at a rapid rate, and every few years they 

become susceptible to diseases that drastically 

reduce the population. They are desert animals that 

eat grasses, twigs, leaves, and cacti. They get most 

of the water they require from the plants they eat. 

They are also known to eat their own droppings to 

extract the remaining water and nutrients from them.

① 북미 대륙의 서부 사막 지역에 잘 적응 되어 있다.

② 회색 외피는 포식자에게 잡아먹힐 가능성을 낮춰준다.

③ 예민한 청력은 적들의 움직임을 감지하는데 도움을 준다.

④ 빠르게 번식하나 질병에 의해 개체수가 급격히 감소한다.

⑤ 자신의 배설물로부터 필요한 대부분의 수분과 영양소를 

얻는다.

 다음 빈칸에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은? [파사쥬 유8

형독해 2과]

 In advertising, one of the most prominent measures 

of effectiveness is ad recall―not taste, logic, or 

artistry ― simply, do you remember the ad and the 

product? That’s because of the importance of what 

is called “the mere exposure effect.” As originally 

described by the late social psychologist Robert 

Zajonc, the effect refers to the fact that people, other 

things being equal, 

____________________________ ― what they 

have seen or experienced before. Research shows 

that repeated exposure increases positive effect and 

reduces negative feelings, that people prefer the 

familiar because this preference reduces uncertainty, 

and that the effect of exposure on liking and decision 

making is a robust phenomenon that occurs in 

different cultures.

① reject what is familiar to them

② feel an antipathy toward advertising

③ accept a feeling of a positive impression

④ prefer and choose what is attractive to them

⑤ favor and select what is well-known to them
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형독해 1과]

 Today, we interact with fish in multiple ways. Many 

of us keep them as pets - a pair of gold fish in a bowl 

or perhaps a tank of brightly colored tropical fish. 

These can certainly be an eye -catching addition to a 

living room, but ________________________. 

Certain fishing practices used to capture wild tropical 

reef fish, for instance, are taking a serious toll on the 

world’s coral reefs. In South East Asia illegal fishing 

with cyanide strips reefs of their inhabitants and kills 

the corals too. The majority of the fish caught this 

way survive only long enough to be transported to 

pet stores where they are sold to customers, but 

many die quickly afterwards from slow cyanide 

poisoning.

① more and more people refuse to keep tropical fish 

as pets

② the fishing for ornaments causes great damage to 

sea life

③ purchasing and maintaining a fish tank costs a lot 

of money

④ people want much more expensive ornaments for 

their home

⑤ the problem is that some endangered fish are sold 

without any checking

 다음 빈칸에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은? [파사쥬 유10

형독해 2과]

 When we see a created product, we assume that a 

single person created it. In this, we aren’t that 

different from those theologians of the seventeenth 

century who assumed that a complex object like a 

watch or an animal must have had a single 

intelligent creator. But many created products are 

created by groups, organizations, and the entire 

society. In fact, in the modern era of mass 

production, the wristwatch is not created by any 

single individual, but by a complex organization. A 

jazz performance requires an entire jazz ensemble - 

for example, a drummer, a bassist, a pianist, and a 

horn player. The performance emerges from the 

interactions of four individual players ____________; 

there’s no way that such a performance could be 

created by a single, solitary individual.

① working together

② smiling at each other

③ standing side by side

④ singing collaboratively

⑤ wearing the same costume
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[파사쥬 유형독해 2과]

 Imagine your voice as a palette of paint colors. The 

story you are telling is the picture you are painting, 

and using colors will give it richness. Day to day, we 

probably use only about five out of possible 25 

colors. (A)________, when we have to give a 

presentation, we need to give the picture more 

colors to ensure the listeners hear what we are 

saying. Somebody once told me that a microphone 

for presentation takes away about 50 percent of a 

voice’s impact, so we have to boost what we are 

saying without losing the naturalness. (B)________, 

it’s important to use the full range of colors in our 

palette. If you only use a few pastel shades, the 

picture on your canvas will be limited and will not say 

very much. Use the full range of colors, and your 

audience will see a more vivid picture with greater 

feeling and meaning.

① Therefore / In contrast

② Therefore / Nevertheless

③ Likewise / For this reason

④ However / For this reason

⑤ However / Nevertheless

 다음 글의 (A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은? 12

[파사쥬 유형독해 Section Test 1]

 Forty years ago, medical doctors in the United 

States were white-coated gods. Patients typically 

accepted their words as law. Physicians virtually 

controlled the entire American health system. Their 

political influence was enormous. Today, 

(A)________, American doctors are under siege. 

Patients sue for malpractice. Nurses demand 

responsibility and respect. Pharmaceutical 

companies are less deferential. (B)________, it is 

the insurance companies, “managed, care groups,” 

and the government, not doctors, that now control 

the American health system. Across the board, then, 

some of the most powerful institutions and 

professions inside the most powerful nations saw 

their dominance decline in the same forty-year 

period that saw America’s external power, relative to 

other nations, sink.

① that is / In addition

② however / In addition

③ by contrast / For example

④ moreover / For example

⑤ similarly / Hence
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하지 않은 것은? [파사쥬 유형독해 9과]

 What a person can or cannot do at work depends 

on what is considered morally ① correct, or even on 

what happens to be fashionable at the time. For 

example, medical knowledge has been ② promoted 

by religious injunctions against dissecting the human 

body. For this reason, Indian and Chinese 

physicians, who had developed ③ sophisticated 

medical knowledge more than two thousand years 

ago, never had a chance to study the internal 

structure and function of organs. Western medicine, 

similarly, was slowed by the ④ ban against doing 

autopsies until well into the fourteenth century, but 

afterward it became increasingly permissible to 

analyze the body’s internal workings. Thus, Western 

physicians caught up with and then ⑤ 

outperformed their counterparts in Asia.

 (A), (B), (C)의 각 괄호 안에서 문맥에 맞는 낱말로 가14

장 적절한 것은? [파사쥬 유형독해 8과]

 Germany offers a case study of the (A) [slight / 
enormous] change occurring in marriage patterns. 

In 1960, in nearly every marriage, both spouses 

were German. Only one in every twenty-five 

marriages involved a foreign-born national. By 1994, 

in one out of every seven marriages, one or both of 

the partners were foreign born. Similarly, in 1960, 

only 1.3 percent of births had a foreign parent. By 

1994, 18.8 percent of newborns had a foreign-born 

father, mother, or both. Germany, a country that 

traditionally has a (B) [heterogeneous / 
homogeneous] culture, is now one of the most 

multicultural societies in the world. The breaking 

down of cultural walls and the blending of ethnic 

identities have brought individuals from formerly 

separated and even estranged cultures together, (C) 
[narrowing / widening] the realm of “the other,” in 

the most intimate of all social relationships: the 

extended family.

① slight / heterogeneous / narrowing

② slight / homogeneous / widening

③ enormous / homogeneous / narrowing

④ enormous / heterogeneous / widening

⑤ enormous / homogeneous / widening
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은? [파사쥬 유형독해 8과]

 What is expected of a designer? The client who 

contracts with a designer is driven by needs and 

wishes. The designer, however, has other 

considerations as well.

(A) In this context, an architectural designer who 

only considers the wishes of the client without caring 

for other societal goals, such as an overall city plan, 

or the character of the surrounding environment, will 

be subject to a severe criticism.

(B) As a result, a designer has the power to change 

and influence the development of a society, which 

implies significant responsibility. It is a responsibility 

that transcends the particular conditions of the 

project and the contract with the client.

(C) For a professional designer, it is not enough to 

make the client happy. A designer is also a citizen in 

a society and a member of a group that possesses 

specific professional knowledge.

① (A)―(C)―(B) ② (B)―(A)―(C)

③ (B)―(C)―(A) ④ (C)―(A)―(B)

⑤ (C)―(B)―(A)

 주어진 글 다음에 이어질 글의 순서로 가장 적절한 것16

은? [파사쥬 유형독해 9과]

 A minority is a racial or ethnic group, but it does not 

necessarily make up a small percentage of the 

population.

(A) For example, blacks are considered a minority in 

South Africa even though they constitute about 70 

percent of the entire population because they are a 

subordinate group.

(B) However, because of their continuing social and 

cultural influence, they are still considered the 

dominant group as they were more than 200 years 

ago. Although less influential than the dominant 

group, minorities still can find ways to succeed in 

achieving their goals.

(C) Similarly, the dominant group need not comprise 

a large part of the population. People of English 

descent in the United States today represent only 

about 13 percent of the population.

① (A)―(C)―(B) ② (B)―(A)―(C)

③ (B)―(C)―(A) ④ (C)―(A)―(B)

⑤ (C)―(B)―(A)
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절한 곳은? [파사쥬 유형독해 Section Test 3]

After the first six hours, I gave up on trying to get her 

interest.

 People who smile and laugh at your jokes may be 

bored to tears; people who look at you with a blank 

stare may be very interested in what you have to 

say. (①) I recall one seminar I conducted several 

years ago at which one female engineer rested her 

head in her hands and kept her eyes downcast while 

drawing some shapes or patterns on a piece of 

paper the entire time. (②) I tried to get her to look up 

by making eye contact on my part, gesturing, or 

raising and lowering my voice. (③) Dreading what 

her final evaluation of the seminar would say, I was 

surprised to read her comment: “Best seminar I’ve 

ever attended in my 14 years with the company. This 

should be a required course for all employees.” (④) 

So much for reading body language. (⑤) Some 

people just never let their emotions travel to their 

face.

 글의 흐름으로 보아, 주어진 문장이 들어가기에 가장 적18

절한 곳은? [파사쥬 유형독해 10과]

Listening to the reply, however, he was a little bit 

shocked.

 John has a friend who lives alone and has gone into 

considerable debt in order to afford a large four-

bedroom home. (①) Before he bought the home, 

John got in his face and challenged him about 

wanting such a big place, but he replied that he 

needed the extra bedrooms because he needed 

somewhere to put his furniture. (②) He freely 

admitted that he rarely used the furniture. (③) John 

asked why he didn’t sell some of it and get a smaller 

home, thus saving a great deal of money. (④) That’s 

because his friend said that he had spent a fortune 

for the furniture, and if he sold it now he couldn’t 

recover anything like what it was worth. (⑤) The sad 

reality is that now he is having to work sixty hours a 

week in order to make his mortgage payments.
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형독해 Section Test 3]

 Any man may be in good spirits and good temper 

when he’s well dressed. It was at one time the 

fashion, however, to pretend a certain untidiness. ① 

It was an clear evidence of his laziness. ②  It was 

called poetic, and supposed to be the result of 

genius. ③  An ill-tied, if not positively untied, cravat 

was a sure sign of an unlimited imagination; and a 

waistcoat was held together by one button only, as if 

the swelling soul in the wearer’s bosom had burst all 

the rest. ④ If in addition to this the hair was 

unbrushed and curly, you were certain of passing for 

a “man of soul.” ⑤ I should not recommend any 

young gentleman to adopt this style, unless he can 

mouth a great deal, and has a good stock of 

quotations of the poets. It is of no use to show me 

the style, unless I can see you in it.

 다음 글에서 전체 흐름과 관계 없는 문장은? [파사쥬 유20

형독해 Section Test 1]

 We believe that mediation is the best method of 

resolving a dispute between two parties, because it 

can actually enhance ongoing relationships by 

building better communication skills. ① In mediation, 

a neutral third party sits down with the people in 

conflict and works with them to reach a solution that 

will work for everyone. ② One of the great features 

of mediation is that it allows participants to discuss 

any topic that is important to them, including issues 

that couldn’t be settled in a courtroom setting. ③ 

Court’s decision is legally binding, so all interested 

parties cannot ignore what is decided in a court. ④ 

You can also fashion creative solutions to your 

dispute, because you’re not limited by what the law 

can provide. ⑤ In a mediation, for example, people 

might offer an apology for past hurtful behavior, or 

plan to attend a communication skills class together.
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(A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은? [파사쥬 유형독

해 Section Test 3]

 Neuropsychologist Elkhonon Goldberg has written 

about the power and importance of pattern 

recognition in The Wisdom Paradox. Goldberg’s 

focus is on how the brain and mental function 

change as we age. The straight news isn’t good: 

brain cells die, memory gets worse, mental 

operations become slower and more effortful, and 

we tire out more quickly. It seems as though the 

story of our mental life is a saga of slow and 

inexorable decline, starting in our early twenties. But 

no. Goldberg argues that even though our raw 

materials have everdiminishing capacity, our 

experience in the world is making us ever better at 

recognizing patterns. The mature mind and brain 

can make good decisions with much less effort than 

the inexperienced mind and brain. The result, 

Goldberg suggests, is that we do more with less. A 

rich ability to recognize patterns, shaped by 

experience, makes us wiser. We may have more 

trouble recalling the names of our neighbors’ kids, 

but we’ll have less trouble figuring out how to talk to 

our neighbors about them.

→ (A)________ makes pattern recognition and 

(B)________ easier.

① Mental power / decision making

② Mental power / problem solving

③ Brain function / our life

④ Experience / decision making

⑤ Experience / problem solving

 [서술형 1] 다음 글을 읽고 보기에 주어진 단어를 모두 22

한 번씩 사용하여 빈칸에 들어갈 내용을 쓰시오. (어형 변

화 없음) [파사쥬 유형독해 Section Test 1]

 Not only are incentive systems and pay-for-

performance plans pervasive in U.S. companies, but 

there exists a deep and rarely questioned 

commitment to the belief that offering people 

rewards will cause them to do a better job. The 

evidence, however, suggests that extrinsic 

motivators in the workplace 

____________________. The most familiar reasons 

given to explain this failure deal with relatively minor 

issues that apply only to specific incentive programs. 

But several other reasons strike at the heart of the 

assumptions about motivation that underlie all such 

programs. The bottom line is that any approach that 

offers a reward for better performance is destined to 

be ineffective.

<보기>

but often / ineffective / are / not only / more 

counterproductive
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한 번씩 사용하여 글의 주제를 쓰시오. (어형 변화 없음) [파

사쥬 유형독해 8과]

 A common belief can change over time or in the 

face of sufficient argument. If you believe that the 

world is flat, for example, I can probably provide you 

with sufficient proof to change the opinion. A value, 

however, will almost never change no matter how 

persuasive a counter-argument may be. Think about 

the debates over evolutionary theory. If you are an 

ardent believer in science, then you will never take 

the side of creationists. On the other hand, if you 

believe that the universe was created by God, then 

you can’t agree with evolution proponents. Neither 

side will understand the validity of the other side’s 

argument. No matter how rational, factual or 

persuasive a counterargument may be, it will never 

dissuade someone from a deeply held belief when 

that belief is a value.

<보기>

to alter / not / are / the values / that / important / easy 

/ deems / one

 [서술형 3] 다음 글의 내용을 한 문장으로 요약하고자 24

할 때, 빈칸 (A), (B)에 각각 들어갈 한 단어의 말을 본문에

서 찾아 그대로 쓰시오. [파사쥬 유형독해 9과]

 Today, although psychologists are still concerned 

with the role that heredity and environment play in 

development, most believe that while one or the 

other factor might be more important in a specific 

case, there are few, if any, examples of purely 

hereditary or purely environmental influence. For 

example, height is one of the best examples of 

hereditary influence; yet the child of extremely tall 

parents, even if he receives “tall” genes, may not 

grow to his full potential height if his environment is 

so impoverished that he does not receive the food 

necessary for growth. On the other hand, we think of 

anger as something which is environmentally 

influenced; yet there are temperamental differences 

among babies, even shortly after birth, which may 

be genetically determined.

→ Both heredity and environment have an effect on 

the (A)________ of the children even though there 

are some (B)________ in degree.
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